


The Vision 
 

“Don’t let others tell you what you can’t do. Don't let
the limitations of others limit your vision. If you can
remove your self-doubt and believe in yourself, you can
achieve what you never thought possible.” 
Roy T. Bennett

                
      I want to see you win!
 - Amiana (You're fave Life Coach)

 

Having a vision for your life is essential to the destination of your life. If no
vision is in place it leaves more than enough room for life to keep you on a
never ending rollercoaster. But, when you decide to take control of your
life and where it is headed it is then where you begin to gain clear vision.
 
We are all familiar with job interviews asking you about where do you see
yourself in the next 5 years. I'm sure we've all answered this question but
have we really answered this question honestly? Or was it a quick answer
that hopefully wowed the CEO? 
 
You are the CEO of your life. Once in a while WOW yourself. We are all
capable of living life just the way we envision it. We all have the ability to
live life on our own terms, whatever that means for you. Picking up this
workbook will start you on the journey to do just that! 
 
I am honored to be a part of your journey of discovering what it means to
LIVE YOUR BEST LIFE and LIVE IT ON PURPOSE WITH PURPOSE. I wish you
nothing but success and limitless opportunities to live your life with
passion. 
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Getting To The Place Where
The Vision Can Flourish

Have you ever had someone tell you your dreams were too big? 
Small minds of the world simply can not comprehend that

ANYTHING is tangible when you put your mind to it. It is those
people that you need stay clear from. Those thoughts and/or people
are merely distractions mixed with a limited mindset to truely grow
let alone encourage you to the follow your dreams no matter how

BIG they are.
 

Creating the vision for your life with no limits is not out of reach. It is
possible. Only you know just how far you can go with hard work and

dedication.  As you get ready to start on your vision board take a
moment and declutter things and remove toxic people in your life.
This not only creates clarity but it also creates a healthy space to

flourish.
 

Manifesting your vision to fruition will take dedication and sacrifice.
 I won't say that it'll be easy but I will say it will be worth it! Would
loving the life you lived and living the life you loved be worth the
sacrifice and dedication to you? I found myself asking myself this
same question. My answer is YES! If your answer is also yes let's

continue to put ourselves in the position to WIN knowing that it WILL
take the dedication and sacrifice but also remembering the journey

will be worth it! 
 

Are you ready? 
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SELF-COMMITMENT CONTRACT

I, ________________________, hereby commit myself to move 
towards my goals with intention daily. I will commit to

taking steps everyday that will be helpful in reaching my
goals. I vow to remember WHY I started this journey of

intention when I feel defeated and I will encourage myself
to keep moving forward no matter how I feel at the time. I
promise to limit any and all distractions that will stop me

from reaching my goals. 
 

 I will take this self commitment seriously because I believe
in myself and I know that I can do anything I set my mind
to through unshakeable faith, hard work, and dedication. 

 
I am determined to move with intention because I feel that

I deserve the life I envision. I already have everything in
me I need to succeed. I will not stop until it is done. 

I lack nothing. 
I have been made for this journey. 

I AM DETERMINED TO WIN BY MY DEFINITON. 
 

X ______________________________________
 Full Name
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THE WHY's
Some people say "If your WHY is not strong enough to invoke
emotions then you need a better WHY." This is why you are on
this journey and why you will not be stopped from completing
your goals. Your WHY could be anything you choose for it to be

as long as serves as motivation to you. Your why should help you
become rentless in the pursuit of bringing your vision to life!

Write your WHY's below!
 
 

1._________________________________________________________________
 
 

2. ________________________________________________________________
 
 

3._________________________________________________________________
 
 

4. ________________________________________________________________
 
 

5._________________________________________________________________
 
 

6. ________________________________________________________________
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ATTITUDE OF GRATITUDE 
"Acknowledging the good that you already have in your life is

the foundation for all abundance." Eckhart Tolle

List all that you are grateful for and look at this daily if you
need to.

 
1.____________________________________________________________

 
2.____________________________________________________________

 
3.____________________________________________________________

 
4.____________________________________________________________

 
5.____________________________________________________________

 
6.____________________________________________________________

 
7.____________________________________________________________

 
8.____________________________________________________________

 
9.____________________________________________________________

 
10.___________________________________________________________
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THE IMPACT OF AFFIRMATIONS
Affirmations are positive statements that you say several times

daily out loud that have been proven to help overcome self-
sabotaging, negative thoughts. Remember POSITIVE VIBES ONLY!
Think about what you would like to affirm over your life and write

them down below! 

1.____________________________________________________________
 

2.____________________________________________________________
 

3.____________________________________________________________
 

4.____________________________________________________________
 

5.____________________________________________________________
 

6.____________________________________________________________
 

7.____________________________________________________________
 

8.____________________________________________________________
 

 9._____________________________________________________________
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ENVISION YOUR SUCCESS  
Close your eyes for five to ten minutes and visualize what you want

your life to look like. After you do this exercise write below what that
looks like. You can also use this space for images that define success

to you. 
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THE LIFE PREFERRED
What does your preferred life look like to you? Are you happily

married? Are you CEO of your own company? Do you drive a luxury
car? Do you have children? Are you financially stable? Where do you

live? Write down below your ideal life! Get specific with yourself.
Read this multiple times a day until you can see and feel yourself  not

only capable of doing these things but actually doing them.  
 

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

 

 

 

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________
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A PAGE IN YOUR DIARY
Use this page to write yourself a letter. This letter will be

used to look back on in years to come from the "old"
you. Your future self will read this and look back and see

just how far you've come.  Explain as detailed as
possible what you in the present are going to do to set

in motion for your future self. 

Dear Me In The Future, 

____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
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SELF EVALUATION 
Take some time to be candid with yourself. 

What was some of your accomplishments last year? Did you
accomplish everything you set out to do? Why or why not? 

__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________

 
What were you most proud of last year? 

__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________

__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________

What habits are you breaking this year? 
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The Millionaire Mindset 
Creating multiple streams of income isn't just a survival technique,

it's also a strategy for building wealth. List your 7 streams of
income below. 
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"THE" DREAM HOUSE
It's time to get particular! When you think of THE perfect

dream house, what does it look like? 

Location: ________________________________________________
 

Neighborhood: __________________________________________
 

Color: ___________________________________________________
 

Style:____________________________________________________
 

  Bedrooms:___________ Bathrooms:__________ 
 

Price:$___________________________________________________
 

Basement? Y / N     Yard? Y / N    Patio? Y / N     Deck? Y / N    
 
 

Flooring Preference:_____________________________________
 
 

Additional Details: _______________________________________
______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
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"THE" DREAM HOUSE 
Paste images of what THE dream house looks like! 
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"THE" DREAM CAR
It's time to get particular! When you think of THE perfect

dream car, what does it look like?

DREAM CAR #1:

Car Make & Model: __________________________________________
 

Cost: ________________________________________________________
 

Color: _______________________________________________________
 

Body Style: __________________________________________________
 

Engine: ______________________________________________________

DREAM CAR #2:

Car Make & Model: __________________________________________
 

Cost: ________________________________________________________
 

Color: _______________________________________________________
 

Body Style: __________________________________________________
 

Engine: ______________________________________________________
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"THE" DREAM CAR
Paste images of what THE perfect dream car(s) look like!
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"THE" DREAM JOB
It's time to get particular! When you think of THE perfect dream

job, what does it look like?

Dream Job Title: _______________________________________________
         

 Industry:_______________________________________________________
 

Nature of Work:_______________________________________________
           

  Name of Company:____________________________________________
 

    Salary: $_________________________________________________________
 

     Commission: $___________________________________________________
 

   Products:_______________________________________________________
 

   Services:________________________________________________________

 

 
 
 
 
 

Why will THIS dream job make you happy? :

 

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________
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"THE" DREAM JOB
Paste images of what THE perfect dream job looks like!



"THE" DREAM COMPANY
It's time to get particular! When you think of THE perfect

dream company, what does it look like?

Title of Business: ______________________________________________
 

Type of Business: _____________________________________________
 

Industry of Business: _________________________________________
 

Location of Business: _________________________________________
 

Monthly Income: $_____________ Yearly Income: $______________
 

Services Offered: _____________________________________________
 

Products Sold: _________________________________________________
 

How Will You Get Paid?: _______________________________________
 

What Will You Do To Help Clients?: ____________________________
 

________________________________________________________________
 
 What will you love the most about running your own business?
 

_____________________________________________________________________
 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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"THE" DREAM COMPANY
Paste images of what THE perfect dream company looks like!
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"THE" MONEY VISION 
It's time for the money vision! When you think about paying

yourself... What does that look like? Pay your future self! 

Invision yourself depositing checks like this consistently. Don't
downplay yourself. Go BIG! What balance is your bank account? 

Account Balance:
$2,560,250.57
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1.________________________________________________________
 

2.________________________________________________________
 

3.________________________________________________________
 

4. ________________________________________________________
 

5. ________________________________________________________
 

6. ________________________________________________________
 

7. ________________________________________________________
 

8. ________________________________________________________
 

9._________________________________________________________
 

10. ________________________________________________________
 

THE MONEY ATTRACTION 
View your finances in a positive way! The better your mindset with
money is the better the chances of attracting all that you require

and desire! Write positive money statements below!

Money flows to me in abundance
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LIVING "THE" DREAM 
Answer these questions honestly. Fill in the blanks and

describe what Living The Dream looks like to you! 

You are handed $5 million dollars. What would you do with it?
 

__________________________________________________________________________
 

___________________________________________________________________________
 

___________________________________________________________________________
 

If you had $100,000 in your bank account and your weekly
income was $10,000 what would you be doing today?

 
__________________________________________________________________________

 
__________________________________________________________________________

 
__________________________________________________________________________

Ideal living. What does that look like for you?
 

__________________________________________________________________________
 

___________________________________________________________________________
 

___________________________________________________________________________

What steps can you take to bring this vision to life?
 

____________________________________________________________________
 

_____________________________________________________________________
 

_____________________________________________________________________
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LIVING "THE" DREAM 
Paste images of what living THE dream looks like!



"THE" PERFECT PARTNER 

Height: ____________ Weight: ____________ Age: _______________
 

Build: _____________________  Race: _______________________
 

Personality: __________________________________________________
 

Hobbies: _____________________________________________________
 

Occupation: __________________________________________________
 

     Income: $ ________________ Traits: _______________________________      
 

Interests: ______________________________________________________
 

Religious Beliefs: _______________________________________________
 

Views on Parenthood: _________________________________________
 

________________________________________________________________
 

Qualities:
 

1. _________________________________________________
 

2. __________________________________________________
 

3. ___________________________________________________
 

4. ___________________________________________________
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"THE" PERFECT PARTNER
Paste images of what THE perfect parner looks like!
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"THE" ULTIMATE BUCKET LIST
It's time to get particular! When you think of THE ulitmate bucket list

what does it look like?

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________
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"THE" ULTIMATE BUCKET LIST
Paste images of what THE ultimate Bucket List looks like!
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"THE" BOXES OF WISHES

@AmianaMonik

Fill in each box with your wants. What you want to obtain or what
you are working towards to obtain. When you accomplish a goal..

Pick a wish from one of your boxes! 



"THE" BOXES OF WISHES 
Paste images of what THE Boxes Of Wishes looks like for you!
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DAILY AFFIRMATIONS
 

I am debt free and grateful for all the money that is flowing into
my life.

 
I attract only honest, loving relationships into my life.

 
My new partner and I are sharing the joy of mutual love, trust,

and respect.
 

I acknowledge my own self-worth and my confidence is rising.
 

I achieve success in every area of my life.
 

Solving problems and creating solutions comes naturally to me.
 

Nothing can stop me from the success I desire.
 

Every day I take action to achieve my goals.
 

I expect positive outcomes in everything and I naturally attract
great results.

 
I fully expect to achieve greatness. 

 
My thoughts create my reality, and so I focus on things in my life

that bring me joy.
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BE INSPIRED

“Be grateful for what you already have while you
pursue your goals. If you aren’t grateful for what you

already have, what makes you think you would be
happy with more?”– Roy T. Bennett

 
“The ones who are crazy enough to think they can

change the world, are the ones that do.” – Steve Jobs
 

“A year from now you may wish you had started
today.”– Karen Lamb

 
“If you want to be happy, set a goal that commands

your thoughts, liberates your energy and inspires your
hopes.” – Andrew Carnegie

 
“Successful people do what unsuccessful people
are not willing to do. Don’t wish it were easier;

wish you were better.” – Jim Rohn
 

“If you set goals and go after them with all the
determination you can muster, your gifts will take you

places that will amaze you.” – Les Brown
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